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Application of Method of Collocation on Lines

for Solving Nonlinear Hyperbolic Problems

By E. N. Houstis*

Abstract.   A collocation on lines procedure based on piecewise polynomials is applied

to initial/boundary value problems for nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equa-

tions.   Optimal order a priori estimates are obtained for the error of approximation.

The Crank-Nicholson discretization in time is studied and convergence rates of the

collocation-Crank-Nicholson procedure are established.   Finally, the superconvergence is

verified at particular points for linear hyperbolic problems.

Introduction. We consider the nonlinear hyperbolic problem

p(x, t, u)D2u - q(x, t, u)D2xu = f(x, t, u, Dxu),      (x, t) E (0, 1) x (0, T],

subject to the initial conditions

u(x, 0) = u0,      Dtu(x, 0) = u1,      x G (0, 1),

and to Dirichlet boundary conditions for t > 0. We examine the convergence of the

collocation on lines procedure using piecewise polynomials with continuous first de-

rivatives as the approximating functions.

In Section 4 we obtain optimal-order asymptotic estimates for the error of the

approximation in the ¿„-norm. In Section 5, the Crank-Nicholson discretization of

the resulting system of ordinary differential equations is studied and convergence rates

of the collocation on lines-Crank-Nicholson procedure are established. Finally, in

Section 6 the superconvergence phenomenon is established locally for a linear hyper-

bolic problem.

The method of collocation on lines was proposed first by Kantorovich [7]. The

convergence of this method for a problem of mathematical physics was investigated by

E. B. Karpilovskaya [8].  Yartsev [11], [10] proved convergence for linear elliptic

and biharmonic type problems using trigonometric polynomials as basis functions.

Douglas and Dupont [3], have studied the same method using piecewise cubic Hermite

polynomials for a nonlinear parabolic problem and in [4] verified the superconvergence

locally for the heat equation.  Finally, Douglas and Dupont [5] generalized and ex-

tended their results in [3], [4].  The results in this paper are from the author's

thesis [6].

1.  Preliminary Results.   Let Ax = (x¡)% be a partition of [0, 1], / = [0, 1],

hj = \xj+ ! - xj |, If = [Xj, xj+ j ] and h = max;- \x¡+t -x¡\.  Throughout this paper
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we denote by ?r the set of polynomials of degree less than r and ?r A    the set of

functions that are polynomials of degree r - 1 in each subinterval [x¡, x¡+ x ].  We take

-1 < pl < p2 < • • • < pk < 1 and w.. > 0, / = 1, . . . , k, to be Gaussian points

and weights, respectively, so that

f+ ' p(x)dx = £ p(Pi)w.,      p E P2fc([- 1, 1 ] ).
J -1 ,= i

The Gaussian points and weights in the subinterval [x., xj+ x ] are

l«f+, - (*/ + xi+i)l2 + P/*//2,     < = ÄyW./a,     / = 1, . . . , k.

We introduce two pseudo-inner products corresponding to Gaussian quadrature and

composite Gaussian quadrature:

hf k

if, g\. = j Z  *</(**/+,) • *(**/+/)>'        i=i

and

JV-l

(/• ^)ft - Z (¿ ^)ft ■>
/=0 '

with

i/ift= z'(/.%
/=0

For later use, we state without proof the lemmas:

Lemma 1.1. Theseminorm \f\h is positive definite for all fE?k+2 A   nc'[0, 1]

with fiO) » fil) = 0.
Lemma 1.2.   Iff,gE\°k+2¿   n Cx [0,1], then

-iD2xf,g)h=iDxf,Dxg)-Dxf.g\x0

(2*)!    tOt+O!   (¿t+l)!^,.     M(       ki+i

Lemma 1.3.   IffE {v G Pfc+2A   n C1, u(0) = v(l) = 0}, r/je«

(1 -2) iDJ, Dxf)<- iD2xf, f\ < 2iDx f Dx f)

and

(1.3) \Dxf\2h<iDxf,Dxf).

Lemma 1.4. IffE Pfc+2A   n C1 [0, 1] , rte«

(1.4) l/lft<>ll/ll¿2(/).

where X /'s r/ie maximum eigenvalue of the matrix Ak+1 = \T^=lwtL¡ip¡)Ljip,)\ and

La denotes the ith degree Legendre polynomials in [-1,1].

Let Hk be the Sobolev space of functions having L2-derivatives of order k on I

and Hi = {« EHk\u(0) = «(1) = 0}.
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Lemma 1.5.   For fEHx we have

(1.5) iDxf,Dxf) + \f\2>VA\\f\\2HHi).

The above lemmas are established in [6], proofs also appear in [5]. Lemmas 1.2,1.3

and 1.5 have been first proved for the case of cubic Hermite polynomials by Douglas

and Dupont [3].

2.  Approximation Theory.  In [6] we show that Rkix) = Dx(l - x2)k+2, k =

0, 1, . . . , on (-1, 1) are orthogonal polynomials.  By Rodriques' formula we see that

D2Rk(x) = Dk+2(1 - x2)k+2 is a multiple of the Legendre polynomial on the interval

(- 1, 1). We now establish some properties of these polynomials.

Lemma 2.1.   Ifk>3,

(2.1) (D^Rk_2,x\ = 0,      p = 0,l,2,v<p.

Proof.   Since D^Rk_2xv is a polynomial of degree K + 2 - ju + v, we have

for k > 3,

(DxRk_2,xv)h= Ç_VxRk_2x"dx.

Lemma 2.1 now follows by using integration by parts and the fact that D$Rk_2 van-

ishes at x = ± 1 and D2Rk_2 vanishes at the Gaussian points.  Note that for k > 2,

iDxRk-2A)h=iD2xRk-2,xv)h=0.

We define an interpolation operator

Th:Cx(I)^?k + 2>AxnCx(I)

such that

(Thv)ix,) = vix,),

iDxThv)(x,) = (Dxv)(x,),      I = 0, 1, . . . , N,

(Thv)(tu) = wfT/(/),      / = 1, . . . , k, j = 1, . . . , N,

where t¡ ■ = x- + oI(x+ i - x) and the of's are the roots in the interval (0, 1) of the

orthogonal polynomials Rk_2(x).

Lemma 2.2.   Assume that « G //fe+4(/) and let e = u - Thu.   Then there is a

constant K independent of h so that

\D<xe\h<Khk-l+2\\u\\Hk + 2(iy      1 = 0,1,

\D2xe\n<Khk-'+x\\u\\Hk + 3w

\(Dxe,l)h\<Kh2k + 5l2\\u\\Hk+3(iy

\(D2xe,l)h\<Kh2k+5l2\\u\\Hk + 4(iy

Proof.  It follows easily from Lemma 2.1 and Peano's Kernel Theorem [9].
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3.  Collocation on Lines.  In this section we consider the problem of approxi-

mating the solution of the nonlinear hyperbolic equation

(3.1) p(x, t, u)D2u - q(x, t, u)D2xu = f(x, t, u, Dxu),      (x, t) G (0, 1) x (0, T],

subject to the initial conditions

(3.2) u(x, 0) = a,(x),      Dtix, 0) = a2(x),      0 < x < 1,

and the boundary conditions

(3.3) «(0, 0 = 0,      «(1, t) = 0,      0 < t < T.

Assume that the coefficients satisfy

(3.4) 0 < e, < p(x, t, u) < C1,      c2 < q(x, t, u) < C2,

for 0 < jc < 1, 0 < r < T and -°° < u < + °°.  Also, we assume that p, q, f are con-

tinuously differentiable functions of their arguments and uniformly bounded.

Throughout, we assume that this problem has a solution, «.

Let SA   = Pfc+2 A   H C1 and SA   C\ //¿ be spanned by the basis functions

{Bj}kN. We seek an approximation uh(x, t) to u of the form

kN

uhix, I) « £ ß,it)Bt(x).
i=l

The coefficients {^(r)}^ as functions of time are the solutions of the nonlinear

ordinary differential equations

(3 5)    {P(U")D2<U» - «K)flX - /("ft> Dxuh)}%, t) = 0,

0<t<T,i=\,...,kN,

and

(3.6)        «„(£,., 0) - «, (£,.),      Dpufa, 0) = âjtt,),      fe - 1,. . . , ferV,

where al, a2 are the SA -interpolants of a¡(x), a2(x) respectively.

Although these are the equations which one solves in practice, the analysis is

more conveniently made if one considers the equivalent problem of finding

uhESA   n Hi such that

ÍP(uh)D2uh - q(uh)D2xuh - f(uh,Dxuh), B,\ = 0,

0<t<T,i=l,...,kN,

(3.8) «„(£,., 0) = Ô, (?,.),      /)i«ft(?,.,0) = â2a,.),      ï-l,...,JkiV.

Lemma 3.1.    77îe collocation method (3.5), (3.6) and the discrete Galerkin

method (3.7), (3.8) each possess a unique solution for 0 < t < T. Moreover, these

solutions are identical if the processes are started from the same initial values.

Proof.  It follows from Lemma 4.1 in [5].
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4. Error Analysis. In this section, we find a priori error bounds for the col-

location on lines procedure. We consider the problem of finding uh G 5A C\ Hi

such that

(4.1) ÍPÍuh)D2uh - D\uh - fiuh,Dxuh), v)h = 0,      0 < t < T,

for all u G S.    DHX.
X "

In order to find estimâtes for the error u - uh in the ¿,,,-norm, we assume that

«(•, t) G CX(I) and define w(#, r) = Thu which is in SA . Then we find a priori

bounds for the difference w - uh G SA  ; and applying known approximation results

to the difference « - w, we obtain bounds for the error of the collocation on lines

procedure.

If X is a normed space and \p : [0, T] —► X, define

mLHo,T-,x) -J'l*«&*      1^-ftW, = oSlr m™f

Theorem 4.1. //

(i)  the coefficients in (3.1) have bounded third derivatives and satisfy con-

ditions (3.4),

(ii) « G Z,~(0, T; Hk+4), Dtu E ¿2(0, T; Hk+A) and D2u E L2(0, T; Hk+4),

(iii) uhix, 0), Dtuhix, 0) are the SA   interpolants ofuix, 0) and Dtu(x, 0),

respectively, then for the error of approximation we have

"" - U»llL~ÍO,T;L~) <K[ML~(0,TM« + \I)) + ^"^(O.T^ + V))

+ \\D2u\\   , ^ + 4      ]rik + 2,
'     L2(0,T;/rc + ,(/))

wftere /T is a constant independent of h and u.

Proof.   Let r¡ = u - w and J = w - un. Then (3.1), (4.1) imply that

ipiuh)D2S -D2J, v)h =(-pxu W2w - p(w)Z)2T7 -p2uvD2xu, v)„

(4-2) + iD2x t?, u)Ä + ( [ /(w, £»x «) - f(w, Dx w)], v)h

+ ifuïri+fu2ï+fhxUDxï,v)h.

In (4.2) we choose v = Z)ff and in [6] we show that

K[b/PÏUH)DtS\2 + m2-iDU,S)h]

<K(t {|f I2 + \Dxt\2}dr + f ' {ItjI2 + |£2t?|2} dr + KÍ'\DtfI2
J0 ^0 0

(4.3) _
+ *{i n,2(o) - (/)2 r, r)h(o) +1 v?K)öf f ß(o)}

+ T' (Ö2 T?, Dt f)„ dr + f'•(/(*. I\«) - /(w, fl,»), />, ?)„ dT.
^0 ■'O

Integration by parts gives

f ' (Z)2 *,, Dt!)H dr = (Din, t)hM -Ç (DtD2x r?, $)„ dr,
Jo •'o
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Vifiw, Dxu)-fiw, Dxw), DtÇ)h dr
Jo

= ifiw, Dxu)-fiw, Dxw), f)„|J   -f\Dt{fiw, Dxu)-f(w, Dxw)}, f)Ä dr.

Using Poincaré's inequality, the elementary inequality \cd\< QAp)c2 + pd2 and

Lemma 2.2 in [6] we have obtained

(4.4)

f\DtD2xn,Ç)hdr <^£ [-(DUA)h + \t\2]dr

+ KLh2k+4£\\Dtu(-,r)fk dr.
,= i Jo "        (Ij)

Using Taylor's theorem, we can easily show that

(f(w, Dxu)-f(w, Dxw), w -uh)h

N

= Ç (fDxU(w,Dxw)\x=hu_i)+iDxr, +corz/Z)xT?,f)ft.,

where co is bounded independent of h,.  It follows from Lemma 2.2

<Khk+2[\\u(>,t)\\Hk+h[)\i;\nj + ll«(-, f^+3    P,î(-, 0ll¿2(/)],

and

\(uh,Dxn, iXf\<Kh*+2M •, t)\\Hk+2(i)\S\h..

Moreover, we obtain

\(f(w,Dxu)-f(w,Dxw)A)h\

<Te I-C^t-Öb + Itfi] +* Z Ä/"+4""(-'^+3(//)-

Following similar arguments as above, we show that

f\Dt{f(w, Dxu)-f(w, Dxw)}, nhdr

+ K £ Ay" + 4/^ [ll«(- , r)\\2Hk + 3(i) + IIZ>f«(-, r)\\2Hk + 3(I)]dr.

It follows from (4.3)-(4.5), (1.3) and Gronwall's Lemma [6] that
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|vv - «J|2h  L°°(0,T;L°°)

<K[\\(w - «„)(• ,0)|£.      + \\Dt(w - «„)(• ,0)||J2(/)]

(4.6) jv
+ Y   rZ2fc + 4{||ull2

l|2

+ w^W.r,H^,,»+ ^<^.T;H^lv>y

It is an elementary consequence of Peano's Kernel Theorem that

W ■" - <~(o,T-,L~) <K | Ä/fc+4MiS,r;^+>v

Finally, from (4.6), (4.7) and assumption (iii) it follows that

"" - "A-(L~(,))

<^ + 2[ll«llL„(„fc + 4(/)) + l^«HL2(//k + 4(/)) + ll^"L2(//fc + 4(/))]-

This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

5.  Computational Considerations.  In this section, we discuss the question of

actually solving the system of ordinary differential equations (3.5), (3.6).

Let

"ft - "ft(*) = "ft(*> ''),   t' = ¡At,    At = T/N,

(5.1) v>+'Á = (vi+ x + v')/2,   v>>% = | v'+ x + j v' + j v'-x,

btv'+"/2 = (v>+ x - v')/At,   92 v' = (v>+ x - 2v' + vf~x)/(At)2.

Then the Crank-Nicholson-Collocation approximation   {u'h }% is defined such that

(o {pit1, "i',/4)9,2"¿ - «**. u'hVi)Di»i,* - fi*1- "i'14. D*4*)m - °.

(5-2) i= 1,. . . ,kN,j=0,.. .,N-l,

(ii)    «¿(0) = «¿(1) = 0,      /=0, ...,N.

At the end of this section we discuss the choice of u£, un. In order to analyze the

convergence of the solution of (5.2) we consider the equivalent to (5.2) normalized

problem

ipitl, u'^)d2u'h, v)h - (D2X «p, v)h = (f(t>\ «£*, Dxu>h>v>), v)h,

(5.3)
vESA   nHx,0<j<N.

X "

Also, we introduce the notation

K2   <0,T.X, '       Ç       Bu/^Ar«
at 0<t!<T

Ml~ (0 T-X. =     mX     l|U/^'
At(°'T'X>

0<t><T
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NI' =    Z     Uu'Uxto.
L2  (0,T;X) *-1

at 0<t><T

Theorem 5.1.  Assume the hypotheses (i), (ii) of Theorem 4.1 hold.   Further,

assume D\u, Z>4, u are in L°°(0, T; L2(I)) and

IK«* - ">\im + KK - w)'/2ll¿2(/) = oihk+2).

For A t sufficiently small there exists a unique solution of the Crank-Nicholson-

Collocation equations (5.2) and for the error of approximation we have

<C(hk + 2 +(At)2),« - M

«"Llt(0,T;L-)

where Cdepends on u and is independent ofh, At.

Proof.   It is easily seen that a unique solution of (5.2) exists under assumption (i)

and (3.3) for At sufficiently small. Throughout this proof we use the notation w =

Tnu, r¡=u-w and f = un - w. First, we observe that u satisfies

(5.4)       ipiui<v')b-2u\ - iD2x «>•*, v)h = (f(u¡>v<, Dxui>v>), v\ + (e>, v)h

fox v ES.    n//', where He'll  ,0 L2(i) 0(At2)\\D?u\\r„'X - L'(7) '      L'(I)

After straightforward calculations and the application of the Mean Value Theorem,

we obtain

ipiu\;v<)b-2V,v)h-iD2xV,v)

= (p*V<H2wi, v)h + (p(w'^)b2r,i, v)h

(5.5) + (p* VV/4a2"'', v)h + (ei, v)h - (Dxr,i*, v)n

+ (/„V* +/;*f'V/4 +fDxuDx^Vt, v)h

+ (f(w>'v\ Dxw>'v<) -f(w''V\Dxu'''A), v)h.

In (5.5), we choose as test function v = (f/+ x - f/_1)/2f and then we obtain

(5.6)

¿ üiVp^w^i2, + ir/+,/2i2 - (d2xv+v\ v+v%]

- [iVK«/V/4)afr/-,/2u2 + ir'-»i2 - (D2ji-'\ ?-%]}

<c[if+,/*i2 + ir''-I/2i2 + ia2v'i2 + ir^i2 + i9f?'+,/2i2

+ \dt^-'Á\2 + \Dx^'V'\2 + \e'\2]

y-j+l _f/-l
£)2      /,%    i-^-
u*71      '        2Ai /ft

+
/ f/+l _ f/-l\

yfiw¡'\Dxwi^)-f(wi'\Dxu¡'V'),^—^-Jh

where C is a generic constant.
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(5.7)

Following the same arguments as in Section 4 and using Lemma 2.2, we get

n-J       r^-f'-M
*< Z [W*.   2Af      H

<l{-(Z)2r-y%r-y2)/i + ir-y2|2_(ö2f./2)f./^ + |r./2|2}

+ *   max   ¿V+4H«'lU+4,/> +   max   »eWa,„

;=i

/=1    1=0 (i>

+ AtN¿ HW2L2(Iy

+ lf/+,/2l2 + lf/-'/M2}

where ||e/||  ,      = C(Af2) for s = 1, 2, AT is a generic constant and e a constant that

can be small enough.

Finally, by arguments similar to those of Section 4 we can show that

At

y, oy arguments similar to tnose oi section 4 we can snow mat

n-1 / t/+H_f/-H\
£    f(w'''v',Dxui'v<)-f(wi>v', Dxwi-V'),--==¿-

<j-[-(ö2f"-I/2,r-1/% + ir-I/2i2-(/32?,/2,f,/% + irl/2ift]

JV-1

(5.8)

where e'3

Lemma we

+ K    max      T   A" + 4H«yILfc + 4      +   max    ||e>||2,

0<t'<T   >-° ' 0<t'<T

+1 A? "£ [ - (/?2 f '+», r/+ I/2)„ +1 r/+ ,/2ß

/=i

-(/)* ?>-*,£>-*),, + ! $■/-*£]

/—i

+ KA, "£   E' *»*+*DI«^+-      + ||/)2«>||2   +3     1,
/=i  /=o * <' l *'

£ = C(Ar2).   From (5.6)-(5.8) and the discrete form of the Gronwall

we derive in [6] the relation
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\b-ts"-1/2\2h + ir-Hi2 - (D2j"-V\ r-,/2)„

<c{-(D2xï\ï\ + if,/2l,iaff,/2l2}

2*+4rii»/'ii2...     + un2»/'u2

-X

n-1  AT-

(5.9)

+ KAt^    Z  A,"+4[ll«llli*+3ÍM + ll^«/lli*+4ÍMl
/=1     f=0 l i' *• i'

+ cAr z {iafVi2 + i*?/-Hig} + A' "z tiie2Ç2(/)
/=1 /=!

^II2. +H^I|22/

+ K "t" h2k+*\\u>rHk+4(i) +    max    ||e

0<t'<T   i==0 ' 0<t'<T

iax /.2fc+4n»/il2
«■«]

Finally from Lemma 1.4, 2.2 and inequality (5.9), we conclude that

llfll
LA ^•O^^cn + ̂ W

(5.0) +KH      ll,ttllZif(o,r;W-3(/)) + ll^"llz2(o,,;,-4(,))

+ l|tt«i2f(e,r;^+4(/))]

+ c(u)Ar2,

where C and AT are generic constants independent of «, A, Ai and c(u) independent of

h, At.   From the results of Section 2 we easily see that

Therefore, the inequalities (5.10) and (5.11) imply

"" " U»llLZt(0,T;L°°) < C<")^*+2 + (Aí)2),

provided

llf'/2ILi      +H9ff,/2H  2      <CÄfc+2,

where c(u) is independent of h and Ai.  This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

It remains to discuss the choice of «° and un. We choose u° = Tnu(x, 0) and

un = Thu where

(Ar)2    , (Ar)3    ,
« = u(x, 0) + AtDtu(x, 0) + -^-y- £>2«(x, 0) + ^-^—D^u(x, 0);

the derivatives D2u and D3u are evaluated using the differential equation.

6.   The Superconvergence Phenomenon.   Consider the linear hyperbolic problem

(6.1) pix, t)D2u -D\u= fix, t),      ix, t) G (0, 1) x (0, 7"),

subject to initial conditions
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(6.2) u(x, 0) = <p,(x),   Dtu(x, 0) = <p 2(x),      0 <x < 1,

and boundary conditions

(6.3) u(0,r) = 0,   «(l,r) = 0,     0<r<7:

Also, we assume for all (x, t) G [0,1 ] x [0, T],

(6.4) 0 < m < p(x, t) < M,   0<m< qix, t) < M.

Let uh denote the collocation on lines approximation defined from (3.5) and (3.6)

where p, q and /are independent of«. Throughout we denote by L = pD2 -D2, \\u\\- ¡ =

sup {D^Dßtu(x, t)\xEI, a </, ß < i} and x,._j /2 = (i - Vi)hj.  By Peano's Kernel Theo-

rem [9] we obtain

Liu-Thu)iSki+l,t)

= Z{Dkx+l+lD2tuix^A)HPi) ~^+'+V^^W*^'
i=i

- Dkx+Mxj_KW2iPl)hf^ + oihk+°[\\u\\k+s+20 + ll«llk+i+2i2]),

where

with Aj a polynomial of degree i — 1.  In order to cancel the term of hí+ x accuracy

we make a correction to Tnu defined locally by the following relations, ô0(*, t) E

Vk + 2,AxnCX  With

h°~xD2x S0(?fc/+/, t) = D^Mx^yJ^KPi),      i=l,...,k,j=0,...,N-l,

d0(Xj,t) = Dxo(Xj, r) = 0,      / = 0, 1, . . . ,N.

Now, in order to cancel the Ay order terms we define a new correction in the

following way: first we introduce the function

!0, y < 0,

3y2-2y3,   0<y<l,

1, i<y,

which obviously belongs to C1 and define for x G /;.

ix - x,\ x.
Efix, t) = X^+'^Dluix^yJ-^ - ^D^Mx^vi

where \lf, = - r//,(p,)/u"(p,), X2>/ = - ^'i+2(p¡)/v"(Pi).  Also, we define
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y = 0

- Z1 iKtë+l+t%«(*,-*)-KPx+,+MxHVl)}(u
/=0 \

In [6] we show that the Xa ¡ for a = 1,2 are well defined and easily obtain

¿(" - ") &/+I. 0 = 0(//f+i[ll«llfc+î+2,o + Nlfc+Î+2,2D,

where

ü = r,u+/¡/fc+^¿2§;.

/=0

Theorem 6.1.  Let u denote the solution of the problem (6.1) to (6.4) such that

« G Z,°°(0, T; //k+ï+4), s < k and uh is the collocation on lines approximation of u

defined by (3.5), (3.6).  77zen the error of approximation at the nodes satisfies

max||(u - «,) ixf, • )ll£«(0 r) < CÄk+*[||«||k+i+2i0 + l|u||fc+J+2j2]

+ C[\\Dt(uh - «)IIl2(/)(0) + II«, - 5lw,(/)(0)],

w/iere C r's a constant independent of u and h and s < k.

Proof.   We define

fXt*/+i.Os£("ft -")(**/+«-. 0,

where

\Pilmt, t)\<Chk+°[\\u\\k+s+20 + H«llfc+,+2>2];

and we form the relation

ip,Dt(uh - u))h = (D2(uh - U),Dt(uh - «))„ - iD2xiuh - «),/>,(«„ - «"))„.

We apply the elementary inequality Via2 + Vib2 > ab to obtain

IPlft + \DtK - ü)\2h>Dt\Dt(uh - «)|2 - DtiD2xiuh - «"),«„ - H)h.

In the above inequality we add the inequality

\Dt\uh - u|2 <\\Dt(uh - «)|2 +i|u„ - u|2

to obtain

IPlft +l"ft - "Ift +2\Dt(uh-u)\2

> Dt{\uh - «Ï2 + \Dt(uh - «)|2 } -Dt(D2x(uh - «), uh - u-)h.

We integrate from 0 to t and apply Gronwall's Lemma to get

Wi-'r
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Cf*\p\2hir)dr + |«, - «|2(0) + \Dtiuh - ü)|2(0) - (£>2(u„ - «), u„ - «), (0)

> I«, - «I2 + \Dtiuh - ïï)|2 - (D2x(uh - «), uh - u)h.

It follows from Lemmas 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 that

C {maxlpl, + WM - ")llL2(/)(0) + ||u„ - "\1(/)(0)j

>llu»~ ""//!(/) + l£,f("ft-")lft-

In particular, we have

C jmax|p|„ + \\Dtiuh - «)ll¿2(/)(0) + \\uh - «H^(/)(0)l   > II«, - «||¿00(/).

It is easy to see that

|(« - «")(*,, r)| <Chk+°[\\u\\k+s_h2 + llu||fc+i+1)0],

where h = maxy/îy.  Consequently, we have

max   max   |(« - «„)(*   r)| < Chk+*[\\u\\k+s+2J) + ll«llfc+J+2)2]
t     0</<N '

+ C{\\Dt(uh -«)||  2(0) + II«, - «||   .(0)}.
L, H      (1)

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.

Now, we consider the problem of choosing initial values, in order to obtain

maximum accuracy.  It is clear that the following

"/,(*> 0) = Th^+ hk+s80(x, 0),   Dtun(x, 0) = 7>2 + hk+s80(x, 0)

yields (uh - U)(0) = 0(hk+s) in Hx norm, and Dt(un - u)(0) = 0(hk+s) in L2

norm.
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